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TRADING THE WORLD

For over a century, that’s just what Chambers of Commerce have been doing to 
support trading firms all across the UK. 

Today, Accredited Chambers of Commerce in every nation and region of the UK are 
trusted to help British goods reach customers overseas. By certifying the origin of 
goods, Chambers help to reduce the possibility that overseas customs authorities 
stop British shipments – helping to ensure the smooth passage of UK goods 
across international borders. Last year alone, more than 600,000 shipments were 
supported in this way. 

As trusted partners of businesses of all shapes and sizes, Accredited Chambers 
help deliver products across almost every sector of industry and we deliver our 
service for exporters to almost every country in the world.

Supporting trade locally, nationally, and globally remains a key mission for every 
Accredited Chamber of Commerce. We are proud of our network of more than 350 
qualified specialists in the Chamber Network, who are on hand every working day 
to help business and international trade to flourish. Every Accredited Chamber must 
provide local businesses with access to a range of services to support that aim. 

Chambers’ track record in delivering for British business speaks for itself.

Where trading arrangements require Origin Documents to be certified by an 
accredited body, our team provide the skills and knowledge to ensure that 
the origin of the goods is established for non-preference documents and that 
preference documents are correctly completed. 

In many areas of the UK, Accredited Chambers also work alongside government 
departments and local agencies to provide advice and support to firms who are 
new to exporting or looking to diversify into additional markets. 

In every city, town and county, Accredited Chambers of Commerce provide crucial 
first-stop support for businesses trading internationally. Across our network, we 
receive over 1,500 enquiries every week from businesses just seeking advice.

Thanks to Chambers’ deep local roots, instantly-recognisable brand and  
not-for-dividend status, we remain a crucial and trusted third party for businesses 
who want to expand overseas or who want to bring components and goods  
into the UK. 

Significant changes are on the horizon for UK businesses, with changes to customs 
requirements likely here in the UK, in export destinations in Europe, and around  
the world. 

New trading arrangements could open up market opportunities as well  
as challenges.

Through it all, the Accredited Chamber of Commerce network is ready to signpost 
information, offer advice, and provide the practical support derived from many 
decades of experience. 

In changing times, a trusted name and brand can help business negotiate the 
challenges and opportunities of importing and exporting: the Accredited British 
Chambers of Commerce network. 

Dr. Adam Marshall,  
Director General, BCC
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ADVOCATES FOR TRADE
We don’t just help businesses to trade. The BCC at a national level and Accredited Chambers at a local level have 
for over 100 years been advocating for, as well as supporting and advising on facilitating international trade.

British Chambers of Commerce (BCC)
When it comes to changes in how we trade with other nations, the BCC 
works with the Government departments involved and provides advice, 
guidance and support. Like Government we want to ensure that whatever 
trade arrangements are made with a trade bloc or individual country, our 
team are always ready to help to ensure that the impact on trade is positive 
for British businesses. Our staff regularly meet with Government ministers 
and officials at all levels and have often helped to arrange ministerial visits 
around the UK.

We also provide a voice for international trade through major events such as 
the BCC International Trade Summit and the BCC Annual Conference, where 
international trade is always on the agenda. 

The BCC is also uniquely placed to engage with business organisations 
across the globe through the World Trade Organisation, the World Customs 
Organisation and the World Chambers Federation, where the UK plays 
a leading role representing the interest of UK exporters and importers. 
Businesses can also draw on our network of Chambers of Commerce all across the world, who in many countries 
stand ready to provide a ‘soft landing’ for UK firms arriving in a new trading location. 

Chambers of Commerce
Across the United Kingdom, Accredited Chambers of Commerce are the front door to international trade at a local 
level. In many regions, Chambers work with the government’s Department for International Trade to offer advice 
and support direct to exporters – and also offer commercial services that help businesses trade as well. Chambers 
work with devolved governments, LEPs, local councils and others to develop new forms of support for business 
and export growth. In the devolved administrations, our Chambers partner with enterprise organisations to deliver 
enhanced support for business.

Supporting 
30,000 firms

John Crystal – Managing Director
Origma Global Business Services Ltd

Q.  Why did you decide to register for AEO?

A.  Through the Chamber I have been aware of AEO since it was first introduced and attended the 
Chambers joint events with HMRC where the benefits where explained. For our organisation 
which moves goods internationally it is a great way of demonstrating our expertise in supply chain 
management and compliance issues worldwide, a badge of honour. 

Q.  How did the Chamber assist in the application?

A.  The Chamber were able to do a pre HMRC audit to ensure no surprises were found when HMRC started 
the process. The Chamber walked me through the process offering assistance and practical advice 
where needed such as which parts of the process could be tailored to reflect the size of our business.

“ The Chamber were an invaluable sounding board, their knowledge made the whole process 
straightforward and ensured there were no nasty surprises along the way”
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EXPORT TRADE DOCUMENTS 

Helping businesses to get their goods to their destination on time

As accredited issuers of Trade Documents, the Chamber of Commerce Network sits at the heart of the export 
process and is in a unique position to help and advise exporters in all aspects of international trade.

Chambers help exporters navigate their way through an ever-changing regulatory framework. Trade Agreements, 
whether for free trade or otherwise are not written in tablets of stone. So our team of approved and regulated 
experts help our exporters to get it right as getting it wrong can be costly if the goods become stuck at a  
national border. 

The accurate completion and official authentication of export 
documentation is vital if charges and delays are to be avoided and 
shipments are to meet their deadline. Local Chambers have over 350 trade 
documentation specialists on hand to advise exporters on the documents 
required such as a preference document (a declaration of origin linked to a 
FTA) or a Non-Preference Certificate of Origin requested by their customer. 
This saves exporters time, money and stress. 

Brexit will almost certainly change documentation requirements and 
customs clearance more generally. Chambers stand ready to help exporters 
and importers deal with and adapt to any changes to customs procedures 
by providing expert advice, training and guidance.

British Chambers of Commerce in the UK act as issuing bodies and are 
authorised by:

• HM Government for the issue of all non-preference EU Certificates of Origin

• HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) for preference documents such as EUR1’s and A.TR certificates 

• The Arab British Chamber of Commerce to act as agents for the issuing of Arab-British Certificates of Origin 

Chambers are a source for all other export-related documents such as letters of credit, they provide access to 
online document processing services that allow exporters to apply for and receive certified Certificates of Origin, 
Movement Certificates and other export-related documentation electronically. 

We continually aim to improve the speed, service, simplicity and accuracy of our services, and applications can be 
made 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

We also arrange for documents to be legalised at embassies and consulates, apostilled at the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office (FCO) or signed by a notary public.

We provide ATA carnets which act as passports for goods allowing temporary admission of goods, this reduces 
red tape and the provision of cash deposits that would otherwise have to be paid.

We make cost savings which, in turn, help make us more competitive for our clients.

Being a Chamber member means we can access a variety of discounts, from import and export services 
to currency exchange rates and money transfers. This means we save money when dealing with our 
overseas partners. Being a member of the Chamber means we make cost savings, helping to make us more 
competitive for our clients.

Rachel Morley, 
General Manager – Operations – Spatial Global



TYRRELLS EXPANDS INTO 35 
COUNTRIES IN TWO YEARS.

Based in Herefordshire, Tyrrells is the only chip maker to grow its own potatoes and process them into 
chips on the farm, controlling the whole process from seed to chip. Two years ago, the company had begun 
to set its sights on overseas markets, in part driven by strong interest at trade shows. But Export Manager, 
Alan Jack, believes the firm faced challenge and opportunity in equal measure.

Planning export success

“ Every trade show brought new interest, but export isn’t something you can just pick up and run with.  
You have to have the right contacts and processes in place and pick the right opportunities. At the time,  
no-one at Tyrrells had any experience of export operations. The business needed help to make the most  
of a golden opportunity.”

Tyrrells joined the Herefordshire & Worcestershire Chamber of Commerce, specifically to access help and 
advice on export and international trade. Ever since, the business has worked closely with West Midlands 
Food and Drink Sector advisor Helen Bethell to put in place a professional and profitable export operation.

“The team at the Chamber helped us to build an export operation from the ground up, from paperwork and 
logistics to funding and finding customers.”

35 countries in two years

In just two years, Tyrrells products have been on sale in 35 countries worldwide and export income is set 
to reach £1.7m this year. Alan believes that much of this success came because the business had the right 
support when it mattered.

“ It has not just been about advice. The Chamber has brokered relationships with customers all over the world, 
secured funding so we could exhibit at international trade shows and, most importantly, helped us to export 
profitably. The Chamber was instrumental in our early success and continues to provide exceptional help 
and advice to this day.”

SUSTAINABLE AND PROFITABLE EXPORTING 
Access to export finance

In 2016, we estimate that goods certified by British Chambers of Commerce 
to almost 200 export markets had a value of over £21.5bn. We don’t just 
certify goods for export, we also work with exporters to ensure that they 
trade sustainably by getting the order right, applying agreed contract terms, 
and that they get paid in the currency agreed at the point of contract. 

When an exporter gets an order to supply goods or services to a buyer 
overseas, it can ask to be paid upfront. Whilst this may be safer for the 
exporter as they get their cash before delivery, it could lead to fewer orders 
as competitors may offer better terms of trade.

As buyers often require time to pay, many exports of goods and services 
are sold on extended credit terms, sometimes as much as 180 days. This 
can have a significant impact on an exporter’s cash-flow and introduce an 
additional working capital requirement. It also exposes the exporter to the 
risk of non-payment by the buyer. Chambers offer guidance on the different 
finance options available to exporters, including referrals to UK Export Finance who work with high street banks to 
finance and guarantee exports to certain markets.

Foreign Currency

One aspect of international trade is the exposure to fluctuations in exchange rates, which in some cases can mean 
the differences between profit and loss. Chambers help exporters and importers to understand the importance 
of foreign exchange planning, along with a specialist Chamber foreign exchange service – Chamber Foreign 
Exchange. Chamber Foreign Exchange, in partnership with Moneycorp, helps traders to manage their foreign 
exchange needs, resulting in over a million pounds of FX benefit. Given recent currency market fluctuations 
following the UK’s vote to leave the European Union, this service is increasing in importance to both exporters  
and importers.

Export Payment Methods

Ensuring that businesses have the right international payment structures in place is vital to a successful  
exporting business. 

Chambers help exporters explore their options and offer appropriate advice and training:

• We offer an overview of export payment methods

• We give practical advice for working with payment providers

• We offer a letter of credit and documentary collection services

• We offer advice on opening payment accounts
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Paul has some clear advice for companies considering exporting for the first time:

“ Make sure you have local representation in the region you want to target – someone who understands 
the culture, the legal side, the financials, logistics and human resources. Without these in place it will be 

very hard to gain trust and make headway.”

Spirotech SRD Group Ltd

Spirotech SRD Group Ltd designs, manufactures and delivers industrial vessels, screw conveyers,  
elevators, feeders, dischargers and de-watering systems for agriculture, food and beverage, pharmaceutical, 

petrochemical, local authority and aerospace. UK Export Finance’s Export Working Capital Scheme  
helped them to provide support for a major export contract in India.



GETTING GOODS TO AND FROM 
INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

Logistics

Any business exporting physical products will need to carefully plan the logistics of moving them from market 
to market. At a basic level, Chambers can provide an overview of the key considerations in warehousing, 
freight-forwarding and distribution, along with practical advice for working with providers. Many will be able to 
recommend providers of these services. Many of our exporters are trading in perishable goods, where time is of 
the essence and where the goods will be worthless if delays occur.

Insurance 

Chambers offer introductions to differing types of insurance, including trade credit insurance, marine transit 
insurance, and provision of discounted insurance services to exporters through national arrangements and 
working with local insurance brokers.

Legal & Accounting Services

Not every law firm or accountancy business has experience of international trade. Each local Chamber will have 
a referral list of professional services firms who are experienced in this specialist area of international trade, 
including IP protection; international licensing; distribution agreements; transfer pricing and a range of other 
services. We also offer discounted legal and accounting services for members. 

FAQ’s 

What are EC Certificates of Origin?

The European Community Certificate of Origin is a commercial or Customs clearance requirement in some 
countries to evidence the origin of the goods. A European Community Certificate of Origin may be called for in 
any country worldwide.

What countries use Arab Certificates of Origin?

An Arab-British Certificate of Origin is a Customs clearance requirement in some countries to evidence the origin 
of the goods. It may also be requested by the importing company. Arab Certificates of Origin may be used for 
Arab League States.

Will EUR1 Movement Certificates save me money?

Probably, as an EUR1 Movement Certificate will be used to support claims 
for preferential (usually zero) rates of duty in the country of importation. 
To qualify the goods must ‘originate’ in the UK or EU and be supported 
by a correctly completed and endorsed EUR1. The preference system only 
applies to countries where certain trade agreements exist with the EU.

A.TR Movement Certificate

The A.TR Certificate entitles goods, which are in ‘free circulation’ in the EU 
(i.e. the goods are EU-originating, or on importation into the EU (where all 
the relevant duties and taxes have been paid) to receive preferential import 
duty treatment when shipped to Turkey. This applies to all eligible goods 
except agricultural goods, minerals and steel which require a EUR1  
Movement Certificate.

BCC ACCREDITED TRADE TRAINING 

The BCC has nationally accredited ten international trade courses delivered by the Accredited Chamber Network 
that together form an import and export curriculum, giving international traders the essential skills invaluable to 
small and large businesses alike. During each one day course the candidates must demonstrate knowledge of the 
subject and their performance is marked by an external assessor. 

The Courses are suitable for both experienced and those with no previous knowledge of international trading. 
Since the courses began in 2013, over 5000 candidates have attended our programmes. Candidates completing 
six or more courses are awarded the BCC Foundation Award in International Trade. To date, over 200 candidates 
have now achieved this milestone.

The ten courses are:

• Understanding Exporting

• INCOTERM’s

• Export Documentation

• Methods of Payments

• Documentary Letters of Credit

• Import Procedures

• Custom Procedures and Documentation

• Preference Rules of Origin

• Agents and Distributors

• Inward and Outward Processing
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Danie Righini, member of Great Manchester 
Chamber of Commerce pictured receiving 
her BCC Foundation Award in International 
Trade which Danie completed as part of her 
company’s AEO application. Having the award 
allowed the company to demonstrate to HRMC 
that it had the necessary competences to be 
AEO registered. Danie said “The BCC Accredited 
Trade Training courses developed my all round 
international trade knowledge and allowed my 
company to become AEO registered.”

Danie is pictured with Amy Cawley, International 
Trade Coordinator at Greater Manchester 
Chamber of Commerce and Paul Wrighting, 
Corporate and Training Services Manager at the 
British Chambers of Commerce.



TOBAR GROUP

Tobar Group is a wholesale provider of gifts, toys, gadgets and more, providing everything from product 
innovation, packaging, storage and logistics, to form a holistic supply chain solution. In the UK clients 
include Hamleys and Harrods, while internationally they sell into 67 countries.

They first exported into Scandinavia almost by chance, through a customer in Sweden over twenty-five 
years ago. Since then their export experience has grown on business relationships, developed with their 
customers, which gives them the opportunity to pursue bigger opportunities as they come.

Difficulties

The main problems that Tobar has found when exporting to multiple countries around the world is addressing 
the restrictions and requirements that apply to each country, as well as the buying trends. Information is 
critical in learning which countries represent the next, best opportunity.

They also found that they needed to appoint agents and distributors in specific countries where the business 
has grown. Tobar found that this would reach customers quicker than if they exported directly from their 
base in Norfolk.

Their local Chamber

Tobar sought the wealth of experience at their local Chamber of Commerce. They gained support through 
attending Chamber trade courses. The Chamber also recommended specific government departments to 
approach to suit their individual needs.

The crucial thing that Tobar learnt is that the legal exporting documentation that’s required for each country 
is vital, as well as the product restrictions for different markets. Their local Chamber of Commerce was on 
hand to guide them through the process:

“The Chamber has always been keen to understand our business and help us.”
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WHAT WE DO TO HELP

Export Readiness Assessment

Of course we all know that too few British firms are making the most of export market opportunities. Chambers 
can help a company to evaluate their company’s products and services for export, help them to select markets 
that could be successful and help to make sure that they have the infrastructure in place to support their exporting 
ambition. We don’t want businesses to fall at the first hurdle, so our experts guide companies on how to become 
export ready.

Where it’s appropriate, and it usually is to some degree, we will offer a detailed assessment that will include 
a review of intellectual property risks, trademarks, branding, packaging, pricing, safety certification, customs 
regulations and relevant legislation. After all, we want new exporters to do business successfully and profitably, so 
we help to mitigate risk.

Export Market Seminars

Chambers hold regular international trade-focused seminars, open to both members and non-members, which 
give exporters access to a wealth of information and advice, to ask questions of the Chamber, meet fellow 
exporters and other businesses considering a move into international trade. The peer to peer guidance they get at 
these events is really appreciated as exporters want to hear from people who have ‘been there and done that’. We 
encourage people to learn from the experience of others.

Overseas Market Intelligence

Market research is essential in making sure that a company’s efforts are directed towards the right export targets. 
Chambers help exporters find the key markets for their business by considering markets for their ease of access 
and the level of demand for their product. Once a market has been targeted Chambers provide market specific 
intelligence such as customs requirements and contacts in market via the Global Business Network, DIT contacts, 
the devolved Enterprise organisations as well as through the relationships developed with local and National 
Chambers in the export market.

Risk Management

Exporters face several risks that can negatively impact a business, such as 
non-payment of invoices, political uncertainties, or IP theft. To minimise and 
avoid these risks, Chambers provide businesses with market intelligence and 
detailed information that will help them analyse their risks and  
opportunities, so that they can make the right export choices.

Advice, signposting and reassurance 

Exporting can feel like navigating a complex maze of regulation, red-tape 
and trip wires. Aside from providing certified documents and associated 
services, the Accredited Chamber Network also delivers advice to around 
1,500 companies every week – advice delivered, free of charge, with an 
estimated value of over £1m last year. 

As a trusted source of information, Chamber specialists can provide 
reassurance on technical issues that could otherwise slow down exporters when entering a market for the first 
time, or when they have a new product for despatch into an existing market. Our teams use the knowledge and 
expertise that they have on the latest exporting rules, or signpost exporters to the latest government sources  
on Travel advice, visa requirements, OGEL and Goods Checker services as well as information on trade restrictions 
on exports.



INTERNATIONAL MARKET ACCESS 

Distribution Channels

Effective distribution is a key element of exporting into any new market. For those considering international trade 
for the first time or looking at exporting to a new market, Chambers give insight into the typical B2C and B2B 
distribution channels and practical advice on selecting and establishing agreements with local market agents  
and distributors.

Local Market Access Support

When entering a new and potentially unfamiliar market, having a helping hand on the ground can be a comfort,  
as much as a practical help.

By working with Chambers, exporters can benefit from assistance with entry into a new market, including 
introductions to potential clients, agents, distributors and in-market networks, as well as providing tailored 
training on the local business environment. The Global Business Network of Accredited Overseas British Chambers 
provides an invaluable resource in over 40 key international markets.

When it comes to international trade, how you enter a market for the first time can ultimately make the difference 
between success and failure. Chambers offer assistance in identifying the different options for entering a new 
market, such as providing a detailed analysis and recommendations of an appropriate market entry strategy.

Trade Missions & Trade Shows

Once a business is satisfied with their market research, competitor analysis and the regulations within a target 
market, one of the best ways for a business to develop their presence is to join an organised trade mission. 
Chambers can help exporters identify and prepare for relevant overseas trade shows and trade missions to make 
them as productive as possible. When visiting an international market for the first time, being fully prepared for an 
intensive few days of meetings, introductions, networking and building relationships is essential. Chambers work 
with exporters, whether first time or experienced to identify the local market trade shows that will be of most 
benefit, and get them fully prepared for their visit.

Where a developed relationship exists, local Chambers can introduce the business to the Chambers in the local 
market, who can help ensure that an exporter’s time in market is fully utilised. We can also advise on creating 
compelling promotional material and other collateral for the visit, including translation services where appropriate.

Export Clubs

Some chambers co-ordinate local trade clubs to act as catalyst for the international trade activities of new and 
existing exporters. Exporters get real value from peer to peer networking.

Marketing Overseas

B2B and B2C marketing in any new export market can be considerably different to that in the UK – from the 
approach, design and tone of marketing materials to nuances and potential regulation around online marketing. 
Chambers can provide access to discounted local marketing services, including promotional collateral creation, 
website design and development, product launch support, and advertising and PR services.

Translation Services

Chambers can provide business with business quality translation services, including legal, commercial, and 
technical material from a range of providers  
some of whom offer discounts to Chamber members.
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EXPORT SKILLS 
AND TRADE 

TRAINING 
COURSES

UK Chambers of Commerce are your 
business’s most important source of 
international trade advice and support. 
That’s why we offer high quality training courses for first time and existing exporters 
that cover the critical steps for any new export drive. 

The National Trade Training programme equips businesses up and down the country 
with a highly skilled workforce ready to take on international markets. There are a 
number of export training courses within the BCC National Training Programme for 
exporters including:

• Introduction to Exporting
• Payment Methods
• Export Documentation

For further information on the courses available to you 
please visit www.britishchambers.org.uk or contact your 
local Chamber.  
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UK ISSUING BODIES OFFERING 
EXPORT DOCUMENT SERVICES
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Key
Office Location Map Ref Phone
Aberdeen 1 01224 343900
Blackburn 2 01254 356400
Ashford 3 01233 503838
Banbury 4 01753 870500
London 5 0207 248 4444
Basingstoke 6 01256 338633
Belfast 7 02890 244113
Wirral 8 0151 650 6940
Birmingham 9 0121 607 1939
Bradford 10 01274 772777
Bristol 11 01275 373373
Haywards Heath 12 01444 259259
Cambridge 13 01223 237414
Carlisle 14 01228 534120
Medway 15 01233 503838
Chester 16 01244 669988
Derby 17 01332 851280
Colchester 18 01702 560100
Crewe 19 01270 445406
Coventry 20 02476 654321
Doncaster 23 01302 640100
Dundee 25 01382 228545
Durham 26 0191 386 1133
Egham 27 01753 870500
Exeter 28 01329 242420
Glasgow 29 0141 204 2121
Grimsby 30 01482 324976
Welwyn Garden City 32 01707 398400
Heathrow 33 0207 248 4444
Hounslow 34 0207 248 4444
Huddersfield 35 01924 311660
Hull 36 01482 324976
Inverness 37 01463 718131
Ipswich 38 01473 694839
Kirkcaldy 39 01592 647740
Leicester 40 0116 247 1800
Lincoln 41 01522 523 333
Liverpool 42 0151 227 1234
Edinburgh 43 0131 221 2999
Barking 44 0207 203 1856
Taunton 45 0845 0770728
Heathrow Airport 46 01753 870500
Lowestoft 47 01473 694839
Luton 48 01582 522448
Manchester 50 0161 393 4331
Manchester Airport 51 0161 393 4331
Isle of Wight 53 01983 520777
Newport 54 01633 222 664
Nottingham 55 0115 957 8757

Northampton 56 01604 490490

Norwich 57 01603 625 977
Glasgow Airport 58 0141 847 5450
Plymouth 59 01752 220471
Bournemouth 60 01202 714800
Preston 61 01772 653 000
Prestwick Airport 62 01292 678666
Redruth 63 01209 216006
Rotherham 64 01709 386200
Sheffield 66 0114 201 8888
Swindon 67 01753 870500
Southend-on-Sea 68 01702 560100
St. Helens 69 01744 742000
Stoke-on-Trent 70 01782 202222
Telford 71 01952 208200
Sevenoaks 72 01732 366653
Wakefield 73 01924 311660
Guildford 76 01483 726655
Wolverhampton 77 0330 024 0820
Worcester 78 01905 673600

Office Locations Phone

Londonderry 22 02871 262379
Douglas 24 01624 674941
London 45 0207 321 0999
Lancaster 52 01524 381331
Widnes 65 0333 358 3482
Warrington 74 01925 715150
Watford

Fully Accredited British Chambers
Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce
East Lancashire Chamber of Commerce
Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce
Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce
London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Hampshire Chamber of Commerce
Northern Ireland Chamber of Commerce
Wirral Chamber of Commerce
Greater Birmingham Chambers of Commerce Group
West & North Yorkshire Chamber of Commerce
Business West Chamber of Commerce
Sussex Chamber of Commerce
Cambridgeshire Chambers of Commerce
Cumbria Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Kent Invicta Chamber of Commerce
West Cheshire & North Wales Chamber of Commerce
East Midlands Chamber (Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire) 
Essex Chambers of Commerce
South Cheshire Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Coventry & Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce
Doncaster Chamber of Commerce
Aberdeen and Grampian Chamber of Commerce
North East England Chamber of Commerce
Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce
Hampshire Chamber of Commerce
Glasgow Chamber of Commerce
Hull & Humber Chamber of Commerce
Hertfordshire Chamber of Commerce
London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Mid-Yorkshire Chamber of Commerce
Hull & Humber Chamber of Commerce
Inverness Chamber of Commerce
Suffolk Chamber of Commerce
Fife Chamber of Commerce
East Midlands Chamber (Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire)
Lincolnshire Chamber of Commerce
Liverpool & Sefton Chambers of Commerce
Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce
London Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Somerset Chamber of Commerce
Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce
Suffolk Chamber of Commerce
Bedfordshire Chamber of Commerce
Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce
Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce
Isle of Wight Chamber of Commerce
South and Mid Wales Chambers of Commerce
East Midlands Chamber (Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and Leicestershire)
Northamptonshire Chamber of Commerce  
(incorporating Milton Keynes Chamber of Commerce)
Norfolk Chamber of Commerce
Renfrewshire Chamber of Commerce
Devon Chamber of Commerce
Dorset Chamber of Commerce and Industry
North & Western Lancashire Chamber of Commerce
Ayrshire Chamber of Commerce
Cornwall Chamber of Commerce
Barnsley & Rotherham Chamber of Commerce
Sheffield Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Thames Valley Chamber of Commerce
Essex Chambers of Commerce
St Helens Chamber
Staffordshire Chambers of Commerce
Shropshire Chamber of Commerce
West Kent Chamber of Commerce & Industry
Mid-Yorkshire Chamber of Commerce
Surrey Chambers of Commerce
Black Country Chamber of Commerce
Herefordshire and Worcestershire Chamber of Commerce

Other Authorised Issuing Bodies

Londonderry Chamber of Commerce
Isle of Man Chamber of Commerce 
Turkish British Chamber of Commerce 
Lancaster District Chamber of Commerce
Halton Chamber of Commerce 
Warrington Chamber of Commerce & Industry 
Watford Chamber of Commerce 75 01923 442442
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c.£20BN OF UK TRADE
600,000 CERTIFICATES ISSUED
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www.britishchambers.org.uk 
Twitter: @britishchambers
Follow British Chambers of Commerce on LinkedIn 


